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Description

Field of Invention

[0001] The present invention is related to systems and methods for wireless communications, and more particularly to systems and methods for wireless cellular communications.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Cellular communications systems are commonly employed to provide voice and data communications to a plurality of mobile units or subscribers. Analog cellular systems, such as designated AMPS, ETACS, NMT-450, and NMT-900, have been deployed successfully throughout the world. More recently, digital cellular systems such as designated IS-54B in North America and the pan-European GSM system have been introduced. These systems, and others, are described, for example, in the book titled *Cellular Radio Systems* by Balston, et al., published by Artech House, Norwood, MA., 1993.

[0003] Frequency reuse is commonly employed in cellular technology wherein groups of frequencies are allocated for use in regions of limited geographic coverage known as cells. Cells containing equivalent groups of frequencies are geographically separated to allow mobile units in different cells to simultaneously use the same frequency without interfering with each other. By so doing, many thousands of subscribers may be served by a system of only several hundred frequencies.

[0004] In the United States, for example, Federal authorities have allocated to cellular communications a block of the UHF frequency spectrum further subdivided into pairs of narrow frequency bands called channels. Channel pairing results from the frequency duplex arrangement wherein the transmit and receive frequencies in each pair are offset by 45 MHz. At present there are 832, 30-KHz wide, radio channels allocated to cellular mobile communications in the United States. To address the capacity limitations of this analog system a digital transmission standard has been provided, designated IS-54B, wherein these frequency channels are further subdivided into 3 time slots.

[0005] As illustrated in Figure 1, a cellular communication system 20 as in the prior art includes one or more mobile stations or units 21, one or more base stations 23 and a mobile telephone switching office (MTSO) 25. Although only three cells 36 are shown in Figure 1, a typical cellular network may comprise hundreds of base stations, thousands of mobile stations and more than one MTS0. Each cell will have allocated to it one or more dedicated control channels and one or more voice channels. A typical cell may have, for example, one control channel, and 21 voice/data, or traffic, channels. The control channel is a dedicated channel used for transmitting cell identification and paging information. The traffic channels carry the voice and data information.

[0006] The MTSO 25 is the central coordinating element of the overall cellular network 20. It typically includes a cellular processor 28, a cellular switch 29 and also provides the interface to the public switched telephone network (PSTN) 30. Through the cellular network 20, a duplex radio communication link 32 may be effected between two mobile stations 21 or, between a mobile station 21 and a landline telephone user 33. The function of the base station 23 is commonly to handle the radio communication with the mobile station 21. In this capacity, the base station 23 functions chiefly as a relay station for data and voice signals. The base station 23 also supervises the quality of the link 32 and monitors the received signal strength from the mobile station 21.

[0007] A typical base station 23 as in the prior art is schematically illustrated in Figure 2 which shows, as an example, the functional components of model number RBS 882 manufactured by Ericsson Telecom AB, Stockholm, Sweden for the CMS 8800 cellular mobile telephone system. A full description of this analog cellular network is provided in publication number EN/LZT 101 908 R2B, published by Ericsson Telecom AB.

[0008] A now common sight along many highways, the base station 23 includes a control unit 34 and an antenna tower 35. The control unit 34 comprises the base station electronics and is usually positioned within a ruggedized enclosure at, or near, the base of the tower. Within this enclosure are the radio control group 37, or RCG, an exchange radio interface (ERI) 38 and a primary power supply 41 for converting electric power from the AC grid to power the individual components within the base station 23, and a backup power supply 42.

[0009] The ERI 38 provides signals between the MTSO 25 and the base station 23. The ERI 38 receives data from the RCG 37 and transfers it to the MTSO 25 on a dedicated MTSO-BS link 45. In the reverse direction, the ERI 38 receives data from the MTSO 25 and sends it to the RCG 37 for subsequent transmission to a mobile station 21.

[0010] The radio control group 37 includes the electronic equipment necessary to effect radio communications. A functional block diagram of an RCG 37 as in the prior art is shown in Figure 3. The configuration shown illustrates one control channel transmit/receive module (TRM) 51, a number of voice channel TRMs 52, and one signal strength receiver 53, as is a typical configuration required to serve one cell or sector of a cell. Each TRM 51, 52 includes a respective transmitter 54, receiver 55 and control unit 57. The TRMs 51, 52 are not typically frequency agile and operate instead on only one predetermined channel. Control signals from the ERI 38 are received by the individual control units 57. Voice and data traffic signals are routed over a separate interface to the ERI 38.

[0011] Each individual transmitter 54 for control and voice is connected to a transmit combiner 58. The transmit combiner combines all of the input signals onto a...
single output coupled through a coaxial cable 62 to the transmit antenna 63. Through the use of the combiner 58, up to 16 transmitters 54 can typically be connected to a common transmit antenna 63. The combiner 58 is used because there is often a premium for space on the masts and towers used to support the antennas. In an extreme case, one mast may be required to support over 100 radio channels.

[0012] On the receive side, each of two receive antennas 65 is coupled to a respective receive combiner 66A, 66B where the signals received are separated according to frequency and passed on to the individual receivers 55 in each of the TRMs 51, 52. The two receive antennas 65 are typically spaced 3 to 5 meters apart on the tower so that they may receive signals with uncorrelated fading patterns to thereby provide space diversity reception. There are many conventional techniques for both pre-detection and post-detection diversity which are described, for example, in Chapter 10 of the book entitled “Mobile Communications Engineering”, by William C.Y. Lee, published by McGraw-Hill, 1992.

[0013] One visible feature of a typical base station 23 is the antenna tower 35. In order to achieve a reasonable coverage area, the antennas 63, 65 are desirably mounted at some distance above the ground. Referring now additionally to the prior art schematic plan view illustration of Figure 4A, in rural areas the towers 35 are commonly located at the center of a cell 36 thereby providing omni-directional coverage. In an omni-directional cell, the control channel(s) and the active voice channel(s) are broadcast in all areas of the cell -- usually from a single antenna. Where base stations 23 are more densely located, a sectorized antenna system may be employed as in the prior art, and shown by the schematic diagram of Figure 4B. Sectorization requires directional antennas 70 having, for example, a 120 degree radiation pattern as illustrated in Figure 4B. Each sector 71 is itself a cell having its own control channel(s) and traffic channel(s). Note that “channel” may refer to a specific carrier frequency in an analog system or to a specific carrier/slot combination in a hybrid TDMA/FDMA system, such as IS-54 and GSM.

[0014] Figure 5A illustrates a typical antenna system as in the prior art and as discussed above. Figure 5B illustrates two types of prior art antennas that have been heretofore discussed -- an omni-directional antenna, such as a dipole 66, and a directional sector antenna 70 which further includes a reflector 64, for example. It being understood that transmit and receive antennas are typically of the same type for a given base station.

[0015] The use of scanning phased array antennas in cellular communications systems has been proposed. For example, Stapleton, et al., A Cellular Base Phased Array Antenna System, Proceedings of the 93rd IEEE VTC, pp. 93-96 describe a circular array of monopole radiating elements to provide 360 degree scanning capability. Stapleton's antenna is designed such that each radiating element has the potential of transmitting on every channel allocated to the cell.

[0016] It should be noted that passive microstrip arrays are also currently available for use with cellular base stations. For example, type no. 1309.41.0009 manufactured by Huber+Suhner AG of Herisau, Switzerland is a seven element linearly polarized flat panel passive antenna with a shaped elevation beam for use in cellular base stations. This array can replace the typical dipole antenna and is more suitable for locations on the sides of buildings or other flat surfaces. In application note 20.3, published by Huber+Suhner, it is shown that wide area coverage may be obtained via the use of power-splitters whereby portions of the signals are diverted to several individual panels.

[0017] U.S. Patent No. 5,299,198 to Kay et al. entitled “Method and Apparatus For Exploitation Of Voice Inactivity To Increase The Capacity Of A Time Division Multiple Access Radio Communications System” discusses a mobile telephone system which multiplexes plural voice traffic channels on a single carrier using a TDMA protocol. The capacity of the mobile telephone system is increased by assigning voice traffic capacity, not on a conversation basis, but on a speech spurt basis.

[0018] Notwithstanding the above mentioned cellular base stations, there continues to exist a need in the art for base stations having enhanced cellular communications capacities and reduced cost.

Summary of the Invention

[0019] The present invention is a base station including an antenna that can transmit fewer channels at higher power or more channels at lower power during each TDMA time slot allowing a dynamic allocation of antenna resources according to range, number and locations of active mobile stations. In particular, the antenna can transmit one high power cellular radio signal during a first TDMA time slot, two medium power cellular radio signals during a second TDMA time slot, and four low power cellular radio signals during a third TDMA time slot. Accordingly, the base station can transmit the high power cellular radio signal to a mobile station near the limit of the transmit coverage area, transmit the two medium power cellular radio signals to two mobile stations at medium distances from the base station, and transmit the four low power cellular radio signals to four mobile stations relatively close to the base station. The first, second and third time slots used at respectively high, medium and low power can be tailored to the mobile distribution.

[0020] The antenna can transmit the high, medium, and low power cellular radio signals using available cellular frequencies. For example, the high power cellular radio signal can be transmitted over frequency f₁, the two medium power cellular radio signals can be transmitted over frequencies f₂ and f₃, and the four low power cellular radio signals can be transmitted using frequencies f₄, f₅, f₆, and f₇. This allocation of frequencies in a
first base station allows the use of the same four frequencies in an adjacent base station. For example, at the second base station, the high power cellular radio signal can be transmitted using frequency \( f_1 \), the two medium power cellular radio signals can be transmitted using frequencies \( f_2 \) and \( f_3 \), and the four low power cellular radio signals can be transmitted using frequencies \( f_1 \), \( f_2 \), \( f_3 \), and \( f_4 \). The possibility of interference between the two base stations is reduced because the high and medium power radio signals for each antenna operate on different frequencies. The only duplication of frequencies occurs with respect to the low power cellular radio signals which do not overlap coverage areas of adjacent base stations.

In one embodiment of the present invention, a time division multiple access base station for communicating with a plurality of mobile stations in a cellular communications system using a plurality of time division multiple access time slots includes an antenna having an array of transmit antenna elements, a modulator, and a radio frequency switch. The modulator generates a first cellular radio signal for transmission during a first time division multiple access time slot as well as second and third cellular radio signals for simultaneous transmission during a second time division multiple access time slot. In addition, the second and third cellular transmit channels are generated on different frequencies. The radio frequency switch couples the first cellular radio signal to a first plurality of transmit antenna elements during the first time division multiple access time slot, and then couples the second and third cellular radio signals to respective second and third pluralities of transmit antenna elements during the second time division multiple access time slot. Accordingly, the base station can transmit different numbers of cellular radio signals during different time division multiple access time slots while each antenna element continues to radiate energy only at a single frequency. This facilitates the construction of active transmit elements using efficient Class-C power amplifiers that only amplify a single frequency at a time without causing unwanted intermodulation.

Preferably, the second and third pluralities of transmit antenna elements comprise respective subsets of the first plurality of transmit antenna elements so that the first cellular radio signal is transmitted at a higher power than the second and third cellular radio signals. Accordingly, one cellular radio signal can be transmitted during one time division multiple access time slot while more lower power cellular radio signals can be transmitted simultaneously during another time division multiple access time slot. This power allocation can be achieved by an antenna wherein each transmit antenna element is a patch antenna element, preferably connected to a respective Class-C transmit amplifier. Accordingly, a high power cellular radio signal can be transmitted by using all patch antenna elements simultaneously, and lower power cellular radio signals can be transmitted by using only a portion of the active patch antenna elements. Several mobiles may thus receive service on the same frequency during different time division multiple access time slots. Furthermore, multiple mobile stations may receive service on different frequencies during the same time division multiple access time slot.

In addition, the base station may generate fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh cellular radio signals on different frequencies for transmission during a third time division multiple access time slot. The radio frequency switch couples the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh cellular radio signals to respective fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh pluralities of transmit antenna elements during a third time division multiple access time slot. Accordingly, each of the fourth through seventh cellular radio signals may be transmitted at a lower power than each of the first through third cellular radio signals.

The antenna preferably defines a first transmit coverage area over which the first, second, and third cellular transmit channels are transmitted. In addition, the base station may include a second antenna defining a second transmit coverage area overlapping at least a portion of the first transmit coverage area. This second antenna transmits a broadcast control signal over a predetermined frequency during a predetermined time division multiple access time slot. Furthermore, energy is transmitted from the second antenna over the predetermined frequency during every time division multiple access time slot at a predetermined power level. Accordingly, the base station may transmit a broadcast control signal which conforms to the GSM standard protocol, which requires that the control signal be transmitted over a frequency with constant power in all time slots.

In an alternate embodiment, the base station includes an antenna comprising an array of transmit antenna elements, high power transmit means, and low power transmit means. The high power transmit means transmits a high power cellular radio signal from a first plurality of the transmit elements during a first time division multiple access time slot. The low power transmit means transmits a low power cellular radio signal from a second plurality of the transmit elements during a second time division multiple access time slot. Accordingly, high and low power cellular radio signals can be accommodated during different time division multiple access time slots. Furthermore, the second plurality of transmit elements is preferably less than the first plurality of transmit elements so that the high power cellular radio signal is transmitted at a higher power than the low power cellular radio signal. Accordingly, multiple low power cellular radio signals can be transmitted from the antenna at the same time. In addition, the low power cellular radio signals can be transmitted with a broader vertical beam pattern than the high power cellular radio signal in order to provide better coverage to mobile stations relatively close to the base station which may be at a negative elevation angle relative to the antenna.

In yet another embodiment of the present invention, a cellular system for communicating with a plu-
rality of mobile stations includes a first base station having a first antenna, and a second base station adjacent the first base station having a second antenna. The first antenna of the first base station transmits a first cellular radio signal at a first cellular frequency. The second antenna of the second base station transmits a second cellular radio signal at a second cellular frequency at high power and transmits a third cellular radio signal at the first cellular frequency at low power to reduce interference between the first and third cellular radio signals while reusing the first frequency at both base stations. In particular, the first antenna may define a first transmit coverage area over which the first cellular radio signal is transmitted, and the second antenna may define a second transmit coverage area over which the second cellular radio signal is transmitted. The second antenna also defines a third transmit coverage area over which the third cellular radio signal is transmitted, and the first and second transmit coverage areas overlap while the first and third transmit coverage areas do not overlap. Accordingly, adjacent cellular base stations may share common transmit frequencies during the same TDMA time slots without significant interference between the two.

[0027] As discussed above, the present invention allows the transmission of fewer cellular radio signals at higher power or more cellular radio signals at lower power during a single time division multiple access time slot. Accordingly power and capacity trade-offs can be made for each time division multiple access time slot based on the number and locations of active mobile stations in the transmit coverage area for a base station. That is, a fewer number of cellular radio signals with more power can be used to transmit to mobile stations at a greater distance from the base during one time division multiple access time slot, while a greater number of less powerful cellular radio signals can be used to transmit to more mobile stations a shorter distance from the base station during a second time division multiple access time slot.

[0028] In addition, the allocation of cellular radio signals by frequency and power at a first base station allows the duplication of the same frequencies in an adjacent base station without causing significant interference between the two by arranging that the same frequencies are not transmitted at high power at the same time. Furthermore, the use of patch antenna elements which can be divided into arrays allows the invention to be implemented at a relatively low cost.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0029] Figure 1 is a schematic block diagram illustrating the basic components of a cellular communications system as in the prior art.

[0030] Figure 2 is a schematic block diagram illustrating the functional components of a cellular communications base station as in the prior art.

[0031] Figure 3 is a schematic block diagram illustrating the functional elements of Radio Control Group of a base station as in the prior art.

[0032] Figure 4A is a schematic plan view illustrating an omni-directional cellular pattern as in the prior art.

[0033] Figure 4B is a schematic plan view illustrating a sectorized cellular pattern as in the prior art.

[0034] Figure 5A is a schematic side view illustrating a typical cellular antenna system as in the prior art.

[0035] Figure 5B is a schematic side view illustrating an omni-directional antenna and a sector antenna as in the prior art.

[0036] Figure 6 is a plan view of a base station including a plurality of antennas according to the present invention.

[0037] Figure 7 is a top view of the base station of Figure 6.

[0038] Figure 8 is a cut away view of an antenna including a plurality of patch antenna elements on an elongate substrate according to Figure 7.

[0039] Figure 9 is a schematic view of an antenna according to Figure 8.

[0040] Figure 10 is a front perspective view of a single patch antenna element on an elongate substrate according to Figure 8.

[0041] Figure 11 is a back perspective view of a single patch antenna element on an elongate substrate according to Figure 8.

[0042] Figure 12 is a diagram of an allocation of channels by frequency over time division multiple access (TDMA) time slots.

[0043] Figure 13 is a top view of a portion of the base station of Figure 6 illustrating an antenna and the respective transmit coverage areas associated with varying transmission powers.

[0044] Figure 14 is a side view of the transmit coverage areas of Figure 13.

[0045] Figure 15 is a top view of a portion of the base station of Figure 6 illustrating two adjacent antennas and the respective transmit coverage areas.

[0046] Figure 16 is a top view of two adjacent base stations according to the present invention.

Detailed Description

[0047] The present invention now will be described more fully hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which preferred embodiments of the invention are shown. This invention may, however, be embodied in many different forms and should not be construed as limited to the embodiments set forth herein. Rather, these embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will be thorough and complete, and will fully convey the scope of the invention to one having skill in the art. Like numbers refer to like elements throughout.

[0048] Referring first to Figures 6 and 7, a base station 300 including a plurality of antennas 322a-f is described. The antennas are arranged in a cylindrical pattern to transmit signals to any direction. Each of the six anten-
nas preferably defines a transmit coverage area extending from the base station on the order of 120° in azimuth. Accordingly, the six antennas can be equally spaced around the base station at 60° intervals so that adjacent antennas define overlapping transmit coverage areas. Furthermore, the base station is preferably a time division multiple access (TDMA) base station wherein each antenna can transmit multiple cellular radio signals over a frequency which is divided into time slots. In other words, each cellular radio signal is transmitted over a separate communications channel defined by a time slot and a frequency.

In addition, the six antennas on the base station are preferably divided into two groups. The first group includes antennas 322a, 322c, and 322e, and each of these antennas can transmit one cellular radio signal at one frequency at high power, transmit two cellular radio signals at two frequencies at medium power, or transmit four cellular radio signals at four frequencies at low power during any time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot. Accordingly, a single one of these antennas can transmit one cellular radio signal at high power to a cellular mobile station near the limit of the transmit coverage area during one TDMA time slot, two channels at medium power to two cellular mobile stations located an intermediate distance from the antenna during a second TDMA time slot, and transmit four channels at low power to four cellular mobile stations located relatively close to the antenna during a third TDMA time slot. The base station can thereby dynamically allocate frequencies and power TDMA time slot by TDMA time slot according to the number of active mobile cellular stations within the transmit coverage area and the distance of these active mobile stations from the base station. Furthermore, by allocating four frequencies to each of these antennas, the base station can dynamically allocate frequencies and power levels over the entire transmit coverage area for the base station. The four frequencies used by each antenna may also be varied from TDMA frame to TDMA frame according to a frequency hopping algorithm defined by the GSM standard.

The second antenna array includes antennas 322b, 322d, and 322f, and each of these antennas can transmit a single frequency at high power during every TDMA time slot. Preferably, one of the TDMA time slots for each of these antennas is dedicated to a broadcast control signal, and energy is always transmitted in each of the other time slots at the same high power, thus allowing the broadcast control signal to be identified more rapidly when a cellular mobile station first enters into the respective receive coverage area. By evenly spacing the antennas in the second array around the base station, a broadcast control signal can be received by a cellular mobile station anywhere within the transmit coverage area of the base station. In particular, this arrangement supports the transmission of a broadcast control signal on a fixed frequency with a constant energy level as required by the GSM standard protocol. Thus, a base station according to the invention can support both frequency hopping and non-hopping channels.

Each of the antennas 322a-f preferably includes a plurality of transmit antenna elements for transmitting signals which can have a predetermined rotational polarization. These antenna elements are arranged in a predetermined pattern to define respective transmit coverage areas for each of these antennas. The antenna elements may be circular patch antenna elements (as illustrated in Figures 8 and 9) or crossed dipoles as would be readily understood by one having skill in the art. In addition, these antenna elements may serve simultaneously as receive antenna elements. Antenna mounting means, such as the illustrated antenna mast 318, is preferably provided for mounting the antennas so that the adjacent receive coverage areas defined by adjacent antennas are overlapping.

A cutaway of a single antenna 322 is illustrated in Figure 8. In a preferred embodiment, the antenna includes a plurality of printed circuit board antenna elements 224, such as patch antenna elements. The patch antenna elements 224 are provided on an elongate substrate 226 such as a printed circuit board, and these patch antenna elements can be used as transmit and receive elements simultaneously. The elongate substrate can also be provided with other components such as input amplifiers 228, a transmit filter 230a, an output or receive low noise amplifier (“LNA”) 231, and an output filter 232b or receive filter 232a, as illustrated schematically in Figure 9. As further illustrated in Figure 8, the elongate substrate 226, with patch antennas 224 is preferably enclosed in a radio-transparent tubular housing 234. A mounting bracket 236 can be used to connect the antenna to the base station mast, and the cable 220 can be used to connect the antenna 322 to cellular receivers. In addition, a temperature sensor and heater can be included within the housing for colder climates.

As shown schematically in Figure 9, a radio frequency (RF) switch matrix 319 distributes transmit signals to the transmit power amplifiers 228. As would be readily understood by one having skill in the art, the transmit amplifiers are preferably single carrier power amplifiers (SCPA’s) (such as Class-C power amplifiers) for amplifying the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) signal. In the case that SCPA’s are used, a signal is directed towards a single principle direction on a single frequency. In the receive direction, however, the receive low noise amplifier 231 is preferably always capable of receiving and amplifying signals on multiple frequencies. Each antenna element 224 is also coupled by coupling circuit 238 including coupling line 239 to a common receive filter 232a and low-noise receive amplifier 231.

The RF switch matrix 319 has inputs for four transmit signals, each transmit signal having a separate cellular frequency f1-f4, and each transmit amplifier 228 drives respective transmit antenna elements 224. The RF switch matrix 319 can apply one transmit signal at
one cellular frequency $f_1$ to all of the transmit amplifiers 228 during one TDMA time slot to transmit one cellular radio signal at high power (Mode 1 Operation). The RF switch matrix can then apply one transmit signal at one cellular frequency $f_1$ to four of the transmit amplifiers while applying a second transmit signal at a second cellular frequency $f_2$ to the remaining four transmit amplifiers during a second TDMA time slot to transmit two cellular radio signals at medium power (Mode 2 Operation). The RF switch matrix can then apply four transmit signals having respective cellular frequencies $f_1$ to $f_4$ to two respective transmit amplifiers each during a third TDMA time slot to transmit four cellular radio signals at low power (Mode 3 Operation).

In general, the RF switch may be controlled by two binary bits that determine for each output which of the four input signals will be passed to that output. Eight bits are thus required to control all four outputs. One 8-bit byte determines the array configuration for each time slot so that 8, 8-bit bytes determine the configuration during a TDMA frame. This information may be stored in a memory in the switch and retrieved cyclically in synchronism with the TDMA frame, and only changed by controller 321 when the allocation of array elements to time slots and frequencies is to be changed.

A controller 321, which is operatively connected to the RF switch matrix, determines for each TDMA time slot the number of cellular radio signals to be transmitted, the frequencies at which the cellular radio signals are to be transmitted, and the power for each cellular radio signal, based on the number and location of active cellular mobile stations in the receive coverage area of the antenna. After determining the allocation of signals for a TDMA time slot, the controller preferably generates a digital control code designating which inputs to the RF switch matrix are to be applied to which transmit amplifiers. The digital code is applied to the RF switch for each TDMA time slot. As an example, the digital code can be an eight bit control byte which is sufficient to define each of the possible RF switch input and transmit amplifier combinations. As will be understood by one having skill in the art, the controller 321 can be implemented as a special purpose computer, a general purpose computer with special purpose software, special purpose hardware, or combinations thereof.

A modulator 323 encodes cellular digital information on each of the cellular frequencies used during each TDMA time slot. As discussed above, the controller 321 determines the number of channels required for each TDMA time slot, as well as the frequency and power for each channel at each time slot, based on the number and locations of active mobile cellular stations in the respective transmit coverage area. Accordingly, information is sent from the controller to the modulator 323 for each TDMA time slot instructing the modulator 323 as to which frequencies should be encoded with which transmit signal thereby allocating the cellular communications transmit channels for each time slot.

The transmit amplifiers 228 may produce wideband noise outputs at frequencies overlapping the receive frequency band that are of a sufficient magnitude to degrade the noise figure of the receive low noise amplifier 231. Accordingly, a transmit filter 230a and receive filter 232a can be used as illustrated. The receive filter 232a may be a bandpass filter tuned to pass the receive frequency band and attenuate transmit frequency signals, while the transmit filter 230a can be a notch filter to attenuate transmission in the receive frequency band and pass the transmit frequency band.

As will be understood by one having skill in the art with reference to Figure 8, each antenna is preferably fabricated separately on an elongate substrate 226 such as a long thin module or printed circuit board. Printed circuit board antenna elements, such as patch antennas, may be readily fabricated as part of such a module as would be readily understood by one having skill in the art. As shown in Figures 10 and 11, a circular patch antenna element 224 may be fed at two feed points 270 and 272, and the two feed points connected to a printed, branch-line quadrature coupler 274 to provide two feed points 270 and 272 of opposite circular or rotational polarization. A ground connection 276 can be used to connect the antenna element 224 to a ground plane 278 shown sandwiched between two layers of the elongate substrate 226. As will be understood by one having skill in the art, active elements, such as amplifiers, and passive elements, such as filters, may also be mounted or constructed on the elongate substrate.

Multiple antennas may be mounted on a single antenna mount. Each antenna thereby provides directivity in the azimuthal plane as well as a narrow beam in the vertical plane, and the antennas may be oriented to cover different azimuthal sectors. This can be done by mounting different collinear antennas around the antenna mast at the same height but pointing to different azimuthal sectors, or by mounting two or more antennas above each other pointing to the same or different azimuthal sectors. In fact, the azimuthal pointing of an antenna may be set independently of where it is mounted, but it is preferred that the antennas be directed so that there is no interference from the other antennas or the mast.

Figure 12 illustrates the allocation of frequencies over TDMA time slots for a single antenna in a base station according to the present invention. As will be understood by one having skill in the art, a single frequency can be divided into a plurality of TDMA time slots defining a plurality of communications channels thereby allowing the transmission of a plurality of cellular radio signals over the single frequency. For example, the GSM standard protocol provides that each cellular frequency is divided into eight time slots $t_1$ to $t_8$ per TDMA frame defining eight communications channels and allowing the transmission of eight cellular radio signals over a frequency.

In TDMA time slots 1-5, $t_1$ to $t_5$ of Figure 12, the
antenna transmits over a single frequency $f_1$ from the full array of transmit antenna elements thereby providing five high power cellular radio signals. This high power transmission is referred to herein and in the Figures as Mode 1 Operation, and one high power cellular radio signal can be transmitted per time slot. In Mode 1 Operation, the RF switch 319 (shown in Figure 9) provides the cellular radio signal having frequency $f_1$ to all of the transmit antenna elements 224 through respective transmit amplifiers 228 during respective time slots.

In TDMA time slots 6-7, $t_5-t_6$ of Figure 12, the antenna transmits over one frequency $f_5$ from half of the array of antenna elements and over another frequency $f_2$ from the other half of the array of antenna elements thereby providing four medium power cellular radio signals. The effective radiated power in any direction may be reduced by 6dB in this mode. This medium power transmission is referred to herein and in the Figures as Mode 2 Operation, and two medium power cellular radio signals can be transmitted per TDMA time slot. In Mode 2 Operation, the RF switch 319 (shown in Figure 9) provides the cellular radio signals having frequencies $f_5$ and $f_2$ to respective halves of the array of transmit antenna elements 224 through respective transmit amplifiers 228 during respective TDMA time slots.

In TDMA time slot 8, $t_8$ of Figure 12, the antenna transmits over four frequencies $f_1-f_4$ from respective fourths of the array of antenna elements thereby providing four low power cellular radio signals. This low power transmission is referred to herein and in the Figures as Mode 3 Operation, and four low power cellular radio signals can be transmitted per TDMA time slot. In Mode 3 Operation, the RF switch 319 (shown in Figure 9) provides the cellular radio signals having frequencies $f_1-f_4$ to respective fourths of the array of transmit antenna elements 224 through respective transmit amplifiers 228 during respective TDMA time slots. Other modes are also achievable, such as transmitting with one frequency using 3/4 of the elements and transmitting with another frequency using 1/4 of the elements.

The respective ranges of transmission for an antenna transmitting over one full power cellular radio signal to one cellular mobile station 341a anywhere (such as within $r_{max}$) in the transmit coverage area 340 during a first TDMA time slot in Mode 1 Operation. The antenna can transmit two medium power cellular radio signals to two cellular mobile stations 341b-c within an intermediate range (such as within $r_{max}/2$) in the transmit coverage area during a second TDMA time slot in Mode 2 Operation. The antenna can transmit four low power cellular radio signals to four cellular mobile stations 341d-g within a shorter range (such as within $r_{max}/2$) in the transmit coverage area during a third TDMA time slot in Mode 3 Operation. Further modes of operation can also be supported by the base station of the present invention. For example, the antenna can transmit one medium power cellular transmit channel and two low power cellular transmit channels during a TDMA time slot. For a uniform area distribution of mobiles, half the mobiles would be expected to lie between $r_{max}/2$ and $r_{max}$ with 1/4 each in the other two ranges. The number of time slots for each range can be allocated accordingly.

Two adjacent antennas 322a and 322b from Figure 7 together with respective receive coverage areas 340 and 342 are illustrated in Figure 15. Antenna 322a and its respective transmit coverage area 340 having three ranges and three modes of operation is discussed in detail above with regard to Figures 13 and 14. Antenna 322b is spaced around the mast 318 approximately 60° from antenna 322a and defines a second transmit coverage area 342. Both transmit coverage areas extend approximately 120° in azimuth and therefor overlap. Accordingly, a mobile station in the overlap of the two regions can receive signals transmitted by both of the antennas.
Antenna 322b preferably includes an array of transmit antenna elements which simultaneously transmit signals having a single frequency $f_5$ during each TDMA time slot. This frequency $f_5$ is preferably different than those transmitted by adjacent antennas thereby reducing the possibility of interference between adjacent antennas. Accordingly, antenna 322b transmits over a single frequency at full power during every TDMA time slot.

The signals transmitted by antenna 322b are preferably transmitted during individual TDMA time slots as discussed above with regard to antenna 322a, and one of these time slots can be used to transmit a broadcast control signal. The time slot and frequency over which the broadcast control signal is transmitted define the broadcast control channel (BCH). As will be understood by one having skill in the art, the broadcast control signal is used to transmit cellular system information such as transmission frequencies, reception frequencies, and available channels, for example. In addition, the remaining TDMA time slots transmitted by antenna 322b at frequency $f_5$ are preferably transmitted at full power making the broadcast control signal easier to find by a scanning cellular mobile station.

Most preferably, data is transmitted on the control channel frequency at each TDMA time slot whether a communications channel is required or not. That is, dummy data can be transmitted if a communications channel is not required in one or more of the TDMA time slots making the broadcast control signal easier to locate. By providing the broadcast control channel on a frequency where data is transmitted during every TDMA time slot at full power, the requirements of the GSM standard protocol can be satisfied. Furthermore, by providing three antennas which operate on single frequencies spaced at 120° around the base station, a broadcast control signal can be provided over the entire azimuth range of the base station.

A cellular system including two adjacent cellular base stations 360 and 370 is shown in Figure 16. As shown, each base station includes three respective antennas 362a-c and 372a-c defining respective transmit coverage areas 364a-c and 374a-c. For example, three antennas spaced evenly around each of the base stations and defining 120° azimuthal transmit coverage areas can cover a circular area around each base station. An overlap of the transmit coverage areas of the two base stations provides uninterrupted coverage between the two base stations.

Each antenna 362a-c and 372a-c preferably includes a plurality of transmit antenna elements which can be used to transmit one high power cellular radio signal during one TDMA time slot (Mode 1 Operation); two medium power cellular radio signals during another TDMA time slot (Mode 2 Operation); and four low power cellular radio signals during still another TDMA time slot (Mode 3 Operation); as discussed above. The ranges of transmission for each of these modes of operation are indicated by concentric circles around each base station labeled Mode 1, Mode 2, and Mode 3.

As shown, the transmit coverage area for antenna 362a of base station 360 during Mode 1 Operation, and the transmit coverage area for antenna 372a of base station 370 during Mode 1 Operation overlap. Accordingly, signals from these two antennas can interfere if transmitted over a common frequency during a common TDMA time slot. It is therefore preferable that one antenna use one frequency for Mode 1 Operation and the other antenna use another frequency for Mode 1 Operation. In order to maximize the reuse of available frequencies, it may be desirable that antennas 362a and 372a use a common set of frequencies.

Accordingly, even if antennas 362a and 372a both operate in Mode 1 during the same TDMA time slot, there will be insignificant interference because the transmissions will have different frequencies. If antenna 362a transmits a low power cellular radio signal over frequency $f_4$ during one TDMA time slot (Mode 1); transmit two medium power cellular radio signals with frequencies $f_1$ and $f_2$ during another TDMA time slot (Mode 2); and transmit four low power cellular radio signals with frequencies $f_1$, $f_2$, $f_3$ and $f_4$ during still another TDMA time slot (Mode 3). By properly allocating frequencies, antenna 372a can operate in all three modes with the same four frequencies without significant interference despite the overlap of transmit coverage areas. For example, antenna 372a can transmit one high power cellular radio signal with frequency $f_4$ during one TDMA time slot (Mode 1); transmit two medium power cellular radio signals with frequencies $f_1$ and $f_2$ during another TDMA time slot (Mode 2); and transmit four low power cellular radio signals with frequencies $f_1$, $f_2$, $f_3$ and $f_4$ during still another TDMA time slot (Mode 3).

Accordingly, if antennas 362a and 372a both operate in Mode 1 during the same TDMA time slot, there will be insignificant interference because the transmissions will have different frequencies. If antenna 362a transmits a low power cellular radio signal over frequency $f_4$ (Mode 3) and antenna 372a transmits a high power cellular radio signal over frequency $f_4$ during the same TDMA time slot, there will be insignificant interference because there is no overlap of transmit coverage areas in these modes of operation.

Thus many degrees of freedom exist when base stations are time synchronized to ensure that the same frequencies are not selected at high power at the same time. In other words, by synchronizing the TDMA time slots of the two base stations, antennas 362a and 372a can both transmit over the same frequency at high power without significant interference as long as both antennas do not transmit the same frequency at high power during the same time slot. The synchronization of TDMA time slots of adjacent base stations is discussed for example in US-5,844,894. Furthermore, each base station can transmit at high power over the same frequency during different TDMA time slots without significant interference as long as both base stations do not transmit over the same frequency during the same TDMA time slot.
Each of the three antennas on each base station preferably transmit with a unique set of four frequencies to reduce interference between adjacent antennas. As discussed above, however, the same twelve frequencies can be used by two adjacent base stations. In addition, the frequencies can be allocated so that overlapping transmit coverage areas of adjacent antennas do not use the same set of frequencies during the same time slot. While not shown in Figure 16 for purposes of clarity, each base station 360 and 370 can also include additional antennas for transmitting a broadcast control signal as discussed above with regard to Figure 15. The broadcast control channel frequencies of one site can be used at adjacent sites for low power transmissions (mode 3).

The present invention also encompasses a method for transmitting a plurality of cellular radio signals from a cellular base station to a plurality of mobile stations using a plurality of TDMA time slots. This method will be discussed with reference to Fig. 13. The method includes the step of transmitting a first cellular radio signal during a first TDMA time slot wherein the first cellular radio signal is transmitted at a first power level. This method also includes the step of transmitting a second cellular radio signal during a second TDMA time slot wherein the second radio signal is transmitted at a second power level less than the first power level. In addition, a third cellular radio signal can be transmitted during the second TDMA time slot wherein the third radio signal is transmitted at the second power level.

For example, the first cellular radio signal can be transmitted according to Mode 1 operation to a cellular mobile station 341a a distance \( r_{max} \) from the base station. The second and third cellular radio signals can be transmitted according to Mode 2 operation to two cellular mobile stations 341b and 341c a distance \( r_{max}/\sqrt{2} \) from the base station. In particular, the first and second radio signals can be transmitted at a first frequency and the third radio signal can be transmitted at a second frequency. There is insignificant interference between the first and second radio signals because each is transmitted during a different TDMA time slot. There is insignificant interference between the second and third cellular radio signals because each is transmitted at a different frequency.

The first, second, and third cellular radio signals can be transmitted from a common antenna on the base station. This antenna can include a plurality of patch antenna elements as discussed above. More particularly, the antenna can define a transmit coverage area with a 120° azimuthal pattern. Accordingly, three such antennas spaced evenly around the base station can provide 360° coverage. Preferably each antenna on the base station operates with a unique set of frequencies to reduce the possibility of interference between antennas on the base station.

A first cellular radio signal can be transmitted to a first mobile cellular station 341a a first distance from the base station, and second and third cellular radio signals can be transmitted to second and third mobile cellular stations 341b and 341c located second and third distances from the base station. In particular the first mobile cellular station can be located at a longer distance from the base station than the second and third mobile cellular stations.

A method can also include the step of transmitting fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh cellular radio signals during a third TDMA time slot wherein the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh cellular radio signals are transmitted at a third power level less than said second power level. Accordingly, the fourth through seventh cellular radio signals can be transmitted to mobile stations 341d, 341e, 341f, and 341g, which are located relatively close to the base station. For instance, these mobile cellular stations may be located within a distance \( r_{max}/2 \) from the antenna.

The method may also include the step of transmitting a broadcast control signal over a predetermined frequency during a predetermined TDMA time slot at the first power level. Furthermore, energy can be transmitted over the predetermined frequency during every TDMA time slot at the first power level. Accordingly, the broadcast control signal can be transmitted in conformance with the GSM standard protocol.

### Claims

1. A time division multiple access (TDMA) base station for communicating with a plurality of mobile stations in a cellular communications system using a plurality of time division multiple access (TDMA) time slots, said base station comprising:
   - an antenna comprising an array of transmit antenna elements;
   - high power transmit means for transmitting a high power cellular radio signal from a first plurality of said transmit antenna elements during a first time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot; and
   - low power transmit means for transmitting a low power cellular radio signal from a second plurality of said transmit antenna elements during a second time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot.

2. A base station according to Claim 1 wherein said second plurality of transmit elements is less than said first plurality of transmit elements so that said high power cellular radio signal is transmitted at a higher power than said low power cellular radio signal.

3. A base station according to Claim 2 wherein said high power cellular radio signal is transmitted with
greater directivity than said low power cellular radio signal.

4. A base station according to Claim 1 wherein said high power cellular radio signal and said low power cellular radio signal are transmitted at a common frequency.

5. A base station according to Claim 4 further comprising:
   second low power transmit means for transmitting a second low power cellular radio signal from a third plurality of said transmit antenna elements at a second frequency during said second time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot, wherein said second and third pluralities of transmit antenna elements comprise separate subsets of transmit antenna elements from said first plurality of transmit antenna elements so that said high power cellular radio signal is transmitted at a higher power than said first and second low power cellular radio signals.

6. A base station according to Claim 1 further comprising:
   medium power transmit means for transmitting a medium power cellular radio signal from a third plurality of said transmit antenna elements during a third time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot, wherein said third plurality of transmit elements is less than said first plurality of transmit elements and greater than said second plurality of transmit elements so that said high power cellular radio signal is transmitted at higher power than said medium power cellular radio signal, and said medium power cellular radio signal is transmitted at a higher power than said low power cellular radio signal.

7. A base station according to Claim 1 wherein said high power cellular radio signal is transmitted to a first cellular mobile station a first distance from said antenna, and said low power cellular radio signal is transmitted to a second cellular mobile station a second distance from said antenna, wherein said first distance is longer than said second distance.

8. A base station according to Claim 1 wherein said antenna defines a first transmit coverage area over which said high and low power cellular radio signals are transmitted, said base station further comprising:
   a second antenna defining a second transmit coverage area overlapping at least a portion of said first transmit coverage area, wherein said second antenna transmits a broadcast control signal over a predetermined frequency during a predetermined time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot at a predetermined power level, wherein energy is transmitted from said second antenna over said predetermined frequency during every time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot at said predetermined power level.

9. A base station according to Claim 8 wherein said broadcast control signal conforms to a GSM standard protocol.

10. A method for transmitting a plurality of cellular radio signals from a cellular base station to a plurality of mobile stations using a plurality of time division multiple access (TDMA) time slots, said method comprising the steps of:
    transmitting a first cellular radio signal during a first time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot wherein said first cellular radio signal is transmitted at a first power level;
    transmitting a second cellular radio signal during a second time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot wherein said second cellular radio signal is transmitted at a second power level less than said first power level; and
    transmitting a third cellular radio signal during a third time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot wherein said third cellular radio signal is transmitted at a third power level.

11. A method according to Claim 10 wherein said first and second cellular radio signals are transmitted at a first frequency and said third cellular radio signal is transmitted at a second frequency.

12. A method according to Claim 10 wherein said first, second, and third cellular radio signals are transmitted from a common antenna on said base station.

13. A method according to Claim 10 wherein said first cellular radio signal is transmitted to a first mobile cellular station a first distance from said base station, said second cellular radio signal is transmitted to a second mobile cellular station a second distance from said base station, and said third cellular radio signal is transmitted to a third mobile cellular station a third distance from said base station, wherein said first distance is long relative to said second and third distances.

14. A method according to Claim 10 further comprising the step of:
    transmitting fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh cellular radio signals during a third time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot wherein said fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh cellular radio signals are transmitted at a third power level lower than said second power level.
15. A method according to Claim 10 further comprising the step of:
transmitting a broadcast control signal over a predetermined frequency during a predetermined time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot at said first power level, wherein energy is transmitted over said predetermined frequency during every time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot at said first power level.

16. A method according to Claim 15 wherein said broadcast control signal conforms to a GSM standard protocol.

17. A time division multiple access (TDMA) cellular system for communicating with a plurality of mobile stations, said cellular system comprising:
a first base station having a first antenna for transmitting a first cellular radio signal at a first power level during a first time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot, and for transmitting a second cellular radio signal at a second power level during a second time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot, wherein said first power level is high relative to said second power level; and
a second base station adjacent said first base station, said second base station having a second antenna for transmitting a third cellular radio signal at a third power level during said second time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot, wherein said first power level is high relative to said second power level; and
said first transmit coverage area extending a greater distance from said first antenna than said second transmit coverage area;said third cellular radio signal is transmitted from said second antenna over a third transmit coverage area and said fourth cellular radio signal is transmitted from said fourth antenna over a fourth transmit coverage area, said third transmit coverage area extending a greater distance from said second antenna than said fourth transmit coverage area; said first transmit coverage area overlaps a portion of said third transmit coverage area; said second transmit coverage area does not overlap said third and fourth transmit coverage areas; and
said fourth transmit coverage area does not overlap said first and second transmit coverage areas.

21. A time division multiple access (TDMA) cellular system according to Claim 17 wherein each of said first, second, third, and fourth cellular radio signals is transmitted over a common frequency.

18. A time division multiple access (TDMA) cellular system according to Claim 17 wherein each of said first, second, third, and fourth cellular radio signals is transmitted over a common frequency.

19. A time division multiple access (TDMA) cellular system according to Claim 17 wherein said time division multiple access (TDMA) time slots of said first and second base stations are synchronized.

20. A time division multiple access (TDMA) cellular system according to Claim 19 wherein:
said first cellular radio signal is transmitted from said first antenna over a first transmit coverage area and said second cellular radio signal is transmitted from said first antenna over a second transmit coverage area, said first transmit coverage area extending a greater distance from said first antenna than said second transmit coverage area;
said third cellular radio signal is transmitted from said second antenna over a third transmit coverage area and said fourth cellular radio signal is transmitted from said fourth antenna over a fourth transmit coverage area, said third transmit coverage area extending a greater distance from said second antenna than said fourth transmit coverage area; said first transmit coverage area overlaps a portion of said third transmit coverage area; said second transmit coverage area does not overlap said third and fourth transmit coverage areas; and
said fourth transmit coverage area does not overlap said first and second transmit coverage areas.

22. A radio frequency switch for use in a phased array antenna transmitting Time Division Multiplex signals in a number of timeslots comprising:
a first plurality of inputs for modulated time-division multiplexed radio frequency signals;
a second plurality of outputs for outputting selected ones of said TDM RF input signals;
selection means for selecting which of said input signals are output from each of said outputs;
memory means for storing for each of said TDM timeslots a set of input to output signal selections that shall be used;
cycling means for retrieving said selections from said memory in synchronism with said TDM timeslots.

23. A switch according to Claim 22 further comprising programming means for varying said stored selections to adapt transmissions to a changing pattern of traffic to be transmitted.
stem unter Verwendung einer Vielzahl von Zeittei-
ungs-Vielfachzugriff-(TDMA)-Zeitschlitzen, wobei
die Basisstation umfasst:

5 eine Antenne, die ein Feld von Sendeantennenele-
mente umfasst;

10 eine Hochleistungs-Sendeeinrichtung zum
Senden eines Hochleistungs-Zellularenfunksig-
nals von einer ersten Vielzahl der Sende-
antennenelemente während eines ersten Zeittei-
lungs-Vielfachzugriff-(TDMA)-Zeitschlitzes;
und

15 eine Niederleistungs-Sendeeinrichtung zum
Senden eines Niederleistungs-Zellularenfunksig-
nals von einer zweiten Vielzahl der Sende-
antennenelemente während eines zweiten Zeit-
teilungs-Vielfachzugriffs-(TDMA)-Zeitschlit-
zes.

2. Basisstation nach Anspruch 1, wobei die zweite
Vielzahl von Sendeelementen kleiner als die erste
Vielzahl von Sendeelementen ist, so dass das
Hochleistungs-Zellularenfunksignal bei einer höheren
Leistung als das Niederleistungs-Zellularenfunksignal
gesendet wird.

3. Basisstation nach Anspruch 2, wobei das Hochlei-
stungs-Zellularenfunksignal mit einer größeren Richt-
wirkung als das Niederleistungs-Zellularenfunksignal
gesendet wird.

4. Basisstation nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Hochlei-
stungs-Zellularenfunksignal und das Niederleistungs-
Zellularenfunksignal bei einer gemeinsamen Fre-
quenz gesendet werden.

5. Basisstation nach Anspruch 4, ferner umfassend:
eine zweite Niederleistungs-Sendeeinrichtung zum
Senden eines zweiten Niederleistungs-Zellularen-
funksignals von einer dritten Vielzahl der Sende-
antennenelemente bei einer zweiten Frequenz wäh-
rend des zweiten Zeitteilungs-Vielfachzugriff-(TD-
MA)-Zeitschlitzes, wobei die zweiten und dritten Vielzahlen von Sendeantennenelementen getrennte
Untersätze von Sendeantennenelementen aus der
ersten Vielzahl von Sendeantennenelementen um-
fassen, so dass das Hochleistungs-Zellularenfunksignal bei einer höheren Leistung als die ersten und
die zweiten Niederleistungs-Zellularenfunksignale über-tragen werden.

6. Basisstation nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend:
eine Mittelleistungs-Sendeeinrichtung zum Senden
eines Mittelleistungs-Zellularenfunksignals von einer
dritten Vielzahl der Sendeantennenelemente wäh-
rend eines dritten Zeitteilungs-Vielfachzugriff-(TD-
MA)-Zeitschlitzes, wobei die dritte Vielzahl von
Sendeelementen kleiner als die erste Vielzahl von
Sendeelementen und größer als die zweite Vielzahl
der Sendeantennelemente ist, so dass das Hochleistungs-
Zellularenfunksignal bei einer höheren Leistung als
das Mittelleistungs-Zellularenfunksignal gesendet
wird, und das Mittelleistungs-Zellularenfunksignal
bei einer höheren Leistung als das Niederleistungs-
Zellularenfunksignal gesendet wird.

7. Basisstation nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Hochle-
stungs-Zellularenfunksignal an eine erste Zellularmob-
bilstation in einem ersten Abstand von der Antenne
gesendet wird, und das Niederleistungs-Zellularen-
funksignal an eine zweite zellulare Mobilstation in
einem zweiten Abstand von der Antenne gesendet
wird, wobei der erste Abstand länger als der zweite
Abstand ist.

8. Basisstation nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Antenne
ein erstes Sendabdeckungsgebiet definiert, über
das die Hoch- und Niederleistungs-Zellularenfunksignale gesendet werden, wobei die Basisstation fer-
ner umfasst:
eine zweite Antenne, die ein zweites Sendabdecker-
gungsgebiet definiert, welches wenigstens mit ei-
inem Abschnitt des ersten Sendabdeckungsgebiet-
s überlappt, wobei die zweite Antenne ein
Rundsende-Steuersignal über einer vorgegebenen
Frequenz während eines vorgegebenen Zeittei-
lungs-Vielfachzugriff-(TDMA)-Zeitschlitzes bei ei-
 nem vorgegebenen Leistungspegel sendet, wobei
eine Energie von der zweiten Antenne über die vor-
gegebene Frequenz während jedes Zeitteilungs-
Vielfachzugriff-(TDMA)-Zeitschlitzes bei dem vor-
gegebenen Leistungspegel gesendet wird.

9. Basisstation nach Anspruch 8, wobei das Rundsen-
de-Steuersignal einem GSM Standardprotokoll an-
gepasst ist.

10. Verfahren zum Senden einer Vielzahl von Zellularen-
funksignalen von einer zellularen Basisstation an
eine Vielzahl von Mobilstationen unter Verwendung
einer Vielzahl von Zeitteilungs-Vielfachzugriff-(TD-
MA)-Zeitschlitzen, wobei das Verfahren die folgen-
den Schritte umfasst:

Senden eines ersten zellularen Funksignals
während eines ersten Zeitteilungs-Vielfachzugriff-
(TDMA)-Zeitschlitzes, wobei das erste zellulare Funksignal bei einem ersten Leistungspegel gesendet wird;

Senden eines zweiten zellularen Funksignals
während eines zweiten Zeitteilungs-Vielfachzugriff-
(TDMA)-Zeitschlitzes, wobei das zweite zellulare Funksignal bei einem zweiten Lei-
stungspegel kleiner als der erste Leistungspegel gesendet wird; und

Senden eines dritten zellularen Funksignals während des zweiten Zeitteilungs-Vielfachzugriff-(TDMA)-Zeitschlitzes, wobei das dritte zellulare Funksignal bei dem zweiten Leistungspegel gesendet wird.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, wobei die ersten und zweiten zellularen Funksignale bei einer ersten Frequenz gesendet werden und das dritte zellulare Funksignal bei einer zweiten Frequenz gesendet wird.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, wobei die ersten, zweiten und dritten zellularen Funksignale von einer gemeinsamen Antenne auf der Basisstation gesendet werden.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, wobei das erste zellulare Funksignal an eine erste mobile zellulare Station in einem ersten Abstand von der Basisstation gesendet wird, das zweite zellulare Funksignal an eine zweite mobile zellulare Station in einem zweiten Abstand von der Basisstation gesendet wird, und das dritte zellulare Funksignal an eine dritte mobile zellulare Station in einem dritten Abstand von der Basisstation gesendet wird, wobei der erste Abstand relativ zu den zweiten und dritten Abständen lang ist.

14. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, ferner umfassend den folgenden Schritt:
Senden von vierten, fünften, sechsten und siebten zellularen Funksignalen während eines dritten Zeitteilungs-Vielfachzugriff-(TDMA)-Zeitschlitzes, wobei die vierten, fünften, sechsten und siebten zellularen Funksignale bei einem dritten Leistungspegel, der niedriger als der zweite Leistungspegel ist, gesendet werden.

15. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend den folgenden Schritt:
Senden eines Rundsende-Steuersignals über einer vorgegebenen Frequenz während eines vorgegebenen Zeitteilungs-Vielfachzugriff-(TDMA)-Zeitschlitzes, wobei das erste zellulare Funksignal von der ersten Antenne über ein erstes Sendeabdeckungsgebiet gesendet wird und das zweite zellulare Funksignal von der ersten Antenne über ein zweites Sendeabdeckungsgebiet gesendet wird, wobei die erste und zweite Antenne über einen größeren Abstand von der ersten Basisstation synchronisiert sind.


17. Zeitteilungs-Vielfachzugriff-(TDMA)-Zellularsystem zum Kommunizieren mit einer Vielzahl von Mobilstationen, wobei das Zellularsystem umfasst:
eine erste Basisstation mit einer ersten Antenne zum Senden eines ersten zellularen Funksignals bei einem ersten Leistungspegel während eines ersten Zeitteilungs-Vielfachzugriff-(TDMA)-Zeitschlitzes, und zum Senden eines zweiten zellularen Funksignals bei einem zweiten Leistungspegel während eines zweiten Zeitteilungs-Vielfachzugriff-(TDMA)-Zeitschlitzes, wobei der erste Leistungspegel relativ zu dem zweiten Leistungspegel hoch ist; und
eine zweite Basisstation benachbart zu der ersten Basisstation, wobei die zweite Basisstation eine zweite Antenne zum Senden eines dritten zellularen Funksignals bei einem dritten Leistungspegel während des zweiten Zeitteilungs-Vielfachzugriff-(TDMA)-Zeitschlitzes und zum Senden eines vierten zellularen Funksignals bei einem vierten Leistungspegel während des ersten Zeitteilungs-Vielfachzugriff-(TDMA)-Zeitschlitzes aufweist, wobei der dritte Leistungspegel relativ zu dem vierten Leistungspegel hoch ist, wodurch eine Störung zwischen den ersten und zweiten Basisstationen verringert wird.

18. Zeitteilungs-Vielfachzugriff-(TDMA)-Zellularsystem nach Anspruch 17, wobei jedes der ersten, zweiten, dritten und vierten zellularen Funksignale über eine gemeinsame Frequenz gesendet wird.


20. Zeitteilungs-Vielfachzugriff-(TDMA)-Zellularsystem nach Anspruch 19, wobei:
das erste zellulare Funksignal von der ersten Antenne über ein erstes Sendeabdeckungsgebiet gesendet wird und das zweite zellulare Funksignal von der ersten Antenne über ein zweites Sendeabdeckungsgebiet gesendet wird, wobei das dritte Sendeabdeckungsgebiet sich über einen größeren Abstand von der ersten Antenne als das zweite Sendeabdeckungsgebiet erstreckt;
das dritte zellulare Funksignal von der zweiten Antenne über ein drittes Sendeabdeckungsgebiet gesendet wird und das vierte zellulare Funksignal über ein viertes Sendeabdeckungsgebiet gesendet wird, wobei das dritte Sendeabdeckungsgebiet sich über einen größeren Abstand von der zweiten Antenne als das vierte
Sendeabdeckungsgebiet erstreckt;
das erste Sendeabdeckungsgebiet mit einem Abschnitt des dritten Sendeabdeckungsgebietes überlappt;
das zweite Sendeabdeckungsgebiet mit den dritten und vierten Sendeabdeckungsgebieten nicht überlappt; und
das vierte Sendeabdeckungsgebiet mit den ersten und zweiten Sendeabdeckungsgebieten nicht überlappt.


22. Funkfrequenz-Vermittlungsstelle zur Verwendung in einer Phasenfeldantenne, die Zeitteilungs-Multiplexierungssignale in einer Anzahl von Zeitschlitzsendet, umfassend:
eine erste Vielzahl von Eingängen für modulierte Zeitteilungs-multiplexierte Funkfrequenzsignale;
eine zweite Vielzahl von Ausgängen zum Ausgeben von gewählten der TDM HF Eingangssignale;
eine Wähleinrichtung zum Wählen, welche der Eingangssignale von jedem der Ausgänge ausgegeben werden;
eine Speichereinrichtung, um für jeden der TDM Zeitschlitze einen Satz von Eingangs- zus-Ausgangs-Signalauswahlen, die verwendet werden sollen, zu speichern;
eine Durchschalteinrichtung zum Zurückholen der Auswahlen aus dem Speicher synchron zu den TDM Zeitschlitzen.

23. Vermittlungsstelle nach Anspruch 22, ferner umfassend eine Programmierenrichtung zum Verändern der gespeicherten Auswahlen, um Sendevorgänge auf ein sich änderndes Verkehrsmuster, welches gesendet werden soll, anzupassen.

Revendications

1. Station de base à accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT) ayant une pluralité de stations mobiles dans un système de communications cellulaires utilisant une pluralité de tranches de temps d’accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT), la-dite station de base comprenant :

une antenne constitutée d’un groupement d’éléments d’antennes d’émission ;
des moyens d’émission à forte puissance pour émettre un signal radio cellulaire de forte puissance à partir d’une première pluralité desdits éléments d’antennes d’émission pendant une première tranche de temps d’accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT) ; et
des moyens d’émission de faible puissance émettant un signal radio cellulaire de faible puissance à partir d’une seconde pluralité desdits éléments d’antennes d’émission pendant une seconde tranche de temps d’accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT).

2. Station de base selon la revendication 1, dans la- quelle ladite seconde pluralité d’éléments d’émission est inférieure à ladite première pluralité d’éléments d’émission, de sorte que ledit signal radio cellulaire de forte puissance est émis avec une plus forte puissance que ledit signal radio cellulaire de faible puissance.

3. Station de base selon la revendication 2, dans la- quelle ledit signal radio cellulaire de forte puissance est émis avec une plus forte directivité que ledit si- gnal radio cellulaire de faible puissance.

4. Station de base selon la revendication 1, dans la- quelle ledit signal radio cellulaire de forte puissance et ledit signal radio cellulaire de faible puissance sont émis à une fréquence commune.

5. Station de base selon la revendication 4, comprenant en outre :

un second moyen d’émission de faible puissance pour émettre un second signal radio cellulaire de faible puissance à partir d’une troisième pluralité desdits éléments d’antennes d’émission à une seconde fréquence pendant ladite seconde tranche de temps d’accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT), dans laquelle lesdites seconde et troisiè- me pluralités d’éléments d’antennes d’émission comprennent des sous-ensembles séparés d’éléments d’antennes d’émission provenant de ladite première pluralité d’éléments d’antennes d’émission de façon que ledit signal radio cellulaire de forte puissance soit émis avec une plus forte puissance que lesdits premier et second signaux radio cel-
6. Station de base selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre :
   des moyens d'émission de puissance moyenne pour émettre un signal radio cellulaire de puissance moyenne à partir d'une troisième pluralité d'éléments d'antennes d'émission pendant une troisième tranche de temps d'accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT), dans laquelle la dite troisième pluralité d'éléments d'émission est inférieure à la dite première pluralité d'éléments d'émission et supérieure à la dite seconde pluralité d'éléments d'émission de façon que le dit signal radio cellulaire de forte puissance soit émis avec une plus forte puissance que le dit signal radio cellulaire de puissance moyenne, et que le dit signal radio cellulaire de puissance moyenne soit émis avec une plus forte puissance que le dit signal radio cellulaire de faible puissance.

7. Station de base selon la revendication 1, dans la quelle le dit signal radio cellulaire de forte puissance est émis vers une première station mobile cellulaire à une première distance de ladite antenne, et le dit signal radio cellulaire de faible puissance est émis vers une seconde station mobile cellulaire à une seconde distance de ladite antenne, ladite première distance étant supérieure à ladite seconde distance.

8. Station de base selon la revendication 1, dans la quelle ladite antenne définit une première zone de couverture d'émission à l'intérieur de laquelle sont émis lesdits signaux radio cellulaires de forte et de faible puissance, ladite station de base comprenant en outre :
   une seconde antenne définissant une seconde zone de couverture d'émission recouvrant au moins une partie de ladite première zone de couverture d'émission, dans laquelle ladite seconde antenne émet un signal de commande radiodiffusé sur une fréquence prédéterminée pendant une tranche de temps d'accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT) prédéterminée à un niveau de puissance prédéterminé, de l'énergie étant transmise par ladite seconde antenne sur ladite fréquence prédéterminée pendant chaque tranche de temps d'accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT), audit niveau de puissance prédéterminé.

9. Station de base selon la revendication 8, dans la quelle le dit signal de commande radiodiffusé est conforme à un protocole normalisé GSM.

10. Procédé pour émettre une pluralité de signaux radio cellulaires d'une station de base cellulaire vers une pluralité de stations mobiles en utilisant une pluralité de tranches de temps d'accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT), ledit procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :
    - émettre un premier signal radio cellulaire pendant une première tranche de temps d'accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT) dans laquelle le dit premier signal radio cellulaire est émis à un premier niveau de puissance ;
    - émettre un second signal radio cellulaire pendant une seconde tranche de temps d'accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT) dans laquelle le dit second signal radio cellulaire est émis à un second niveau de puissance ; et
    - émettre un troisième signal radio cellulaire pendant ladite seconde tranche de temps d'accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT) dans laquelle le dit troisième signal radio cellulaire est émis audit second niveau de puissance.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 10, dans lequel lesdits premier et second signaux radio cellulaires sont émis à une première fréquence et le dit troisième signal radio cellulaire est émis à une seconde fréquence.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 10, dans lequel lesdits premier, second et troisième signaux radio cellulaires sont émis à partir d'une antenne commune sur ladite station de base.

13. Procédé selon la revendication 10, dans lequel le dit premier signal radio cellulaire est émis vers une première station cellulaire mobile à une première distance de ladite station de base, ledit second signal radio cellulaire est émis vers une seconde station cellulaire mobile à une seconde distance de ladite station de base, et ledit troisième signal radio cellulaire est émis vers une troisième station cellulaire mobile à une troisième distance de ladite station de base, ladite première distance étant grande par rapport auxdites seconde et troisième distances.

14. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comprenant en outre l'étape consistant à :
    - émettre des quatrième, cinquième, sixième et septième signaux radio cellulaires pendant une troisième tranche de temps d'accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT) dans laquelle lesdits quatrième, cinquième, sixième, et septième signaux radio cellulaires sont émis à un troisième niveau de puissance inférieur audit second niveau de puissance.

15. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comprenant en
16. Procédé selon la revendication 15, dans lequel ledit signal de commande radiodiffusé est conforme à un protocole normalisé GSM.

17. Système cellulaire à accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT) destiné à communiquer avec une pluralité de stations mobiles, ledit système cellulaire comprenant :

   une première station de base ayant une première antenne pour émettre un premier signal radio cellulaire à un premier niveau de puissance pendant une première tranche de temps d'accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT) et pour émettre un second signal radio cellulaire à un second niveau de puissance pendant une seconde tranche de temps d'accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT), ledit premier niveau de puissance étant élevé par rapport audit second niveau de puissance ;

   et

   une seconde station de base adjacente à ladite première station de base, ladite seconde station de base ayant une seconde antenne pour émettre un troisième signal radio cellulaire à un troisième niveau de puissance pendant ladite seconde tranche de temps d'accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT) et pour émettre un quatrième signal radio cellulaire à un quatrième niveau de puissance pendant ladite première tranche de temps d'accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT), ledit troisième niveau de puissance étant élevé par rapport audit quatrième niveau de puissance, afin de réduire ainsi les interférences entre lesdites premières et secondes stations de base.

18. Système cellulaire à accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT) selon la revendication 17, dans lequel chacun desdits premiers, second, troisième et quatrième signaux radio cellulaires est émis sur une fréquence commune.

19. Système cellulaire à accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT) selon la revendication 17, dans lequel lesdites tranches de temps d'accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT) desdites premières et secondes stations de base sont synchronisées.

20. Système cellulaire à accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT) selon la revendication 19, dans lequel :

   ledit premier signal radio cellulaire est émis par ladite première antenne à l'intérieur d'une première zone de couverture d'émission et ledit second signal radio cellulaire est émis par ladite première antenne à l'intérieur d'une seconde zone de couverture d'émission, ladite première zone de couverture d'émission s'étendant à une plus grande distance de ladite première antenne que ladite seconde zone de couverture d'émission ;

   ledit troisième signal radio cellulaire est émis par ladite seconde antenne à l'intérieur d'une troisième zone de couverture d'émission et ledit quatrième signal radio cellulaire est émis par ladite quatrième antenne à l'intérieur d'une quatrième zone de couverture d'émission, ladite troisième zone de couverture d'émission s'étendant à une plus grande distance de ladite seconde antenne que ladite quatrième zone de couverture d'émission ;

   ladite première zone de couverture d'émission recouvre une partie de ladite troisième zone de couverture d'émission ;

   ladite seconde zone de couverture d'émission ne recouvre pas lesdites troisième et quatrième zones de couverture d'émission ; et

   ladite quatrième zone de couverture d'émission ne recouvre pas lesdites premières et secondes zones de couverture d'émission.

21. Système cellulaire à accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT) selon la revendication 17, dans lequel ladite première antenne émet ledit second signal radio cellulaire sur une première fréquence et dans lequel ladite première antenne émet en outre un cinquième signal radio cellulaire sur une seconde fréquence et ledit second signal radio cellulaire sur une seconde fréquence audit second niveau de puissance pendant ladite seconde tranche de temps d'accès multiple par répartition temporelle (AMRT).

22. Commutateur à haute fréquence destiné à être utilisé dans une antenne à groupement à déphasage émettant des signaux Multiplexés par Répartition Temporelle dans un certain nombre de tranches de temps, comprenant :

   une première pluralité d'entrées pour des signaux à haute fréquence modulés multiplexés par répartition temporelle ;

   une seconde pluralité de sorties pour fournir en sortie certains, sélectionnés, desdits signaux d'entrée HF MRT ;

23. Combiné à haute fréquence destiné à être utilisé dans une antenne à groupement à déphasage émettant des signaux Multiplexés par Répartition Temporelle dans un certain nombre de tranches de temps, comprenant :

   une première pluralité d'entrées pour des signaux à haute fréquence modulés multiplexés par répartition temporelle ;

   une seconde pluralité de sorties pour fournir en sortie certains, sélectionnés, desdits signaux d'entrée HF MRT ;
des moyens de sélection pour sélectionner ceux desdits signaux d'entrée qui sont fournis en sortie par chacune desdites sorties ; des moyens à mémoire pour stocker, pour chacune desdites tranches de temps MRT, un ensemble de sélections de signaux d'entrée-sortie qui seront utilisées ; des moyens de modification cyclique pour extraire lesdites sélections de ladite mémoire en synchronisme avec lesdites tranches de temps MRT.

23. Commutateur selon la revendication 22, comprenant en outre des moyens de programmation pour faire varier lesdites sélections stockées afin d’adapter des émissions à une forme changeante de trafic à transmettre.
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